Quarterly Ag Site Activity Report
October 2019 - March 2020

The following report compares third-party visits-share
data across six categories important to agriculture. The
purpose is to make comparisons between key web
sites and their engagement with the ag audience.

AgWeb, Agriculture.com in a battle at the top

NOTE: The AgWeb.com and Agriculture.com battle continues to be waged. The unique visitors numbers
are still greater than 700K for both sites, which causes concern and communication. The top three sites
are showing good strength with average site duration of more than 6 minutes and typical bounce rates
(in the 60s). Overall use continued to increase in March after the holiday downturn in December.

TractorHouse dominates, usage continues to fall

NOTE: Tractorhouse is the substantial leader in traffic and engagement, generating an average of more
than 12 minutes of time spent per visit. Iron Planet also enjoyed more than 1 million unique visitors in
February. Overall usage of these sites is off but the 8 point rise in March certainly helped.

Drovers edges Beef for fourth-straight month

NOTE: The two major cattle news sites are fairly even but Drovers.com edged Beef Magazine in March.
They are each accomplishing the feat with around 300K unique visitors, although Beef is generating
almost half of a page view more per session and almost 3 minutes more time on site. Meanwhile, visits
to cattle news sites is off 15 points over the past 6 months.

Hoards jumps substantially

NOTE: Hoards has made strong steps in February and March to catch up with DairyHerd.com. Overall
visit traffic was down in February but Hoards increased 30 percent. In March, Hoards jumped 82
percent. The challenge for Hoards is the advancement hasn’t come with increases in unique visitors or
time spent on the site, so it looks like an anomaly. DairyHerd.com and MilkBusiness.com each have
average visit durations above 5 minutes. The two other sites are less than 2 minutes.

Pioneer owns digital in the hybrid arena
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NOTE: Pioneer’s dominance in digital metrics doesn’t even compare to other similar sites. The engagement
is off of the charts in pages per visit, time spent, low bounce rates. Only Beck’s has a heightened time on site
(greater than 2 minutes). Given that this window is key selling season, strong metrics are important. While
we include Stine here, many other brands were included but none were consistently above Stine.

Deere dominates in the equipment arena

NOTE: Deere.com dominates anyway but this web traffic comparison is challenging due to the varied
nature of the offerings of each brand. Deere has substantial pages per visit and time spent. The other
sites are fairly stable.

Search powers AgLeader to a slight lead

NOTE: AgLeader is the leader in visits among this competitive group, but the gap was much tighter in
March. The main difference was a 37K separation in search traffic between the top two. Precision
Planting, meanwhile, drew 7K more unique visitors. John Deere, which absolutely fits into this category,
can’t fit into the data due to the umbrella nature of its site.

Thank You!

